
Chapter One 
 

 

LITTLE ACRE WAS ALL ABUZZ WITH NEWS ABOUT THE MURDER OF one of their native sons. 

Derrick Pickles, long-time proprietor of The Black Stag public house in the adjacent village of 

Kelton Market, had been found bludgeoned to death. Pickles had lived in the village since the 

day he was born, the pub having been in his family for generations. He’d taken it over from his 

father, who’d taken it over from his father, and so on and so on. The Pickles were a Norfolk 

institution, and Derrick was well-liked and respected in the community. Not even the taint of his 

only son going off to work in The City rather than positioning himself to one day take over the 

reins of the family business could dampen the locals’ affection for the family, though forgiveness 

wasn’t always as easy to come by. Feelings and memories ran deep in this part of the world, 

despite young Pickles defection to London taking place nearly two decades before, which, at 

least to the locals, might as well have been yesterday. Not even the death of his mother many 

years later could bring young Pickles back in line. But old Derrick stubbornly clung on, running 

the pub long after most publicans would have sold up and retired to Spain or Portugal—

especially a widower with no one to stay behind for. 

Being the only pub in the village, The Black Stag was a magnet for the locals, not to 

mention tourists in search of some local colour. Kelton Market was conveniently situated in the 

county, what with the ruins of an old castle located just outside the village and a bustling crafts 

and antiques market taking place on weekends, so it was a rare day, indeed, when the pub wasn’t 

busy. The fact that a murder had been committed was not something the residents of this part of 

Norfolk were accustomed to. The most crime they ever got was of the sort involving the theft of 

a cockerel from a farm or some youths out joyriding on a tractor. But murder? No. Murders 

happened in London and Birmingham and Glasgow. They did not happen in Kelton Market. 

Therefore when Thelonious heaved open the heavy glass door of Little Acre’s one and 

only newsagents in his quest to buy a copy of the local newspaper (or as local as he could get), 

he discovered quite a crowd gathered inside the cramped little shop. A trio of men representing 

three generations and an elderly woman who had to have been pushing the century mark were 

gathered in front of the till, talking animatedly and all at the same time, the garrulous din being 

added to by a frumpy sixty-something woman behind the counter. She appeared to be refereeing 

the conversation, her heavy arms flapping and waving about as if she were attempting to direct a 

newly landed plane to an airport gate. 

The youngest of the men was dressed in a white beekeeper’s suit, the hood of which had 

been pushed back behind his head. Hair the shade and texture of the round bales of hay 

Thelonious had seen in the fields of the surrounding landscape kept falling down over his eyes, 

causing him to reach up to swipe it away, whereupon the same thing happened all over again. He 

had the open and guileless mien of someone who’d grown up in the country and had little to no 

experience with big city life. The oldest of the trio had a pickled and world-weary look about 

him that could only have been achieved from a lifetime of heavy drinking. His deeply creased 

face was the colour of cured tobacco leaves, his overall appearance untidy and unwashed. He 

clutched an unlighted cigarette between the fingers of his right hand, the skin and nails stained a 

sickly yellow-orange from nicotine. Had it not been for his expensive-looking leather jacket, 

Thelonious might have mistaken him for a homeless man. The third fellow was aged somewhere 

between the two and, judging by his collar, appeared to be a vicar. He kept trying to get the 

group to quiet down, his pale palms making circles in the air as if he were washing invisible 



windows. Instead of having the desired effect, the group became even more animated, as if 

seeking to exorcise the vicar’s fruitless attempts at calm. 

The elderly woman to whom no one paid any mind bashed the rubber-tipped feet of her 

Zimmer frame against the worn linoleum floor until she was in danger of toppling over. 

Nevertheless, the accompanying staccato of protestations coming from her shrivelled maw 

continued to fall on deaf ears. Her hunched form looked as if it might crumple into a heap of 

ancient bones as she slammed the rattling frame of steel to the lino again and again, her grey 

head bobbing up and down on her withered neck like a nodding dashboard dog. But no matter 

how much she crashed and banged and spluttered, she could not be heard above her village 

compatriots, who were determined to get their points across despite the fact no one was listening 

to anyone. 

It didn’t take long for Thelonious to determine that something was definitely up—and the 

headline shouting at him from the front page of the Walsham Courier pretty much confirmed it. 

He pulled a copy out from the news rack and waddled over to the side of the counter, stretching 

upward on his short legs to hold out some coins to the sour-faced shopkeeper, who abruptly 

ceased her refereeing to gawp at him. Not that this was unusual—Thelonious got gawped at a lot, 

especially by people who’d never encountered his sort before. You would think she’d be a bit 

more discreet when it came to paying customers, he grumbled inwardly, biting back the urge to 

tell her to get a new front door fitted. The one she had weighed as much as a London bus. His 

right shoulder was beginning to ache something awful from the impact of it against the glass 

when he’d pushed it open. He hoped the B&B his publisher’s UK office had booked him into 

had a bathtub and decent hot water system so he could have a long soak later, because he didn’t 

fancy looking elsewhere for accommodation, especially at the beginning of the summer tourist 

season. For him to be able to work, he needed a home base, a sense of order. Chaos was not 

Thelonious’ style. 

With newspaper in hand, he made his way out of the newsagent’s, only to pause outside 

to examine the cards and notices that had been placed in the shop window (which apparently cost 

each poster the princely sum of five pounds a week to display). He was curious as to what kinds 

of items and services people put on offer in these Norfolk villages and expected to see 

advertisements of either an agrarian nature or for church jumble sales. Not surprisingly, they 

were positioned too high up for him to read properly, but he did manage to make out a card for 

an electrician slash handyman as well as a flyer for a beekeeping school before his neck 

threatened to join his shoulder in protest. 

Thelonious trundled back to where he’d left the Mini, climbed up onto the driver’s seat 

with the usual fanfare and aggro, then set off down the little high street with its requisite tea 

shop/café, gift shop, post office (closed due to government cutbacks), and pub, which went by 

the rather portentous name The Drowned Duck. Within moments he’d reached the Norman 

church that marked the end of the village high street. It was also the turnoff for Baxter House 

Bed and Breakfast. Home at last!  

The B&B’s small car park was empty save for an ancient bicycle with a chewed-up 

basket attached to the handlebars. Parking in the shade beneath the overhang of a tree, 

Thelonious began the tiresome process of extricating himself from the vehicle all over again. He 

should’ve come here first, parked, then walked over to the newsagent’s instead of making more 

work for himself. By the time he reached Baxter House’s front door he was exhausted and ready 

to collapse into bed, and he very nearly let out an angry roar on discovering that the bell had 

been set too high up into the wall for him to reach. 



Not for the first time did Thelonious rage against his country and its continuing inability 

to accommodate those challenged by height or disability. It was one of the things that upset him 

most about London—the shameful lack of lifts and ramps and all the other accoutrements that 

made life slightly more bearable by individuals who weren’t one-size-fits-all or able-bodied. Not 

that Thelonious wasn’t able-bodied. It was a matter of stature (or lack thereof) that caused him 

difficulty in a world populated by ignorant and inconsiderate giants. 

Visions of relaxing in a steaming-hot bath while enjoying a nice cup of tea quickly 

overrode any concern for politeness. Thelonious began pounding on Baxter House’s front door 

as if he were being pursued by a pack of rabid wolves. Even if it had been unlocked it wouldn’t 

have mattered—he still wouldn’t have been able to reach the handle. After what felt like five 

minutes of steady pounding from his fist interspersed with an occasional kick from his trainer-

clad foot, a shadow darkened the window pane set into the door. It was followed by the pleasing 

jangle of a key in the lock. 

Finally. 

The door swung inward, revealing a floral-printed mass of humanity that could have been 

the newsagent’s younger sister. The resemblance ended abruptly, however, when the woman’s 

round pink face bloomed into a huge smile that crinkled her eyes, reminding Thelonious of a 

female Santa Claus. Somehow he couldn’t imagine that vinegar-puss who’d sold him his 

newspaper ever straining her facial muscles into a smile. The woman bent down, looking as if 

she were about to give Thelonious’s nose an affectionate tweak, and he jumped out of reach of 

her chubby fingers before they could do any mischief. The only thing worse than being stared at 

as if he’d just flown in from Planet Zorg was being treated as if he were a kiddie’s cuddly toy. 

Thelonious managed to growl out a few words to indicate that he had a booking for a 

single en suite room, his voice sounding ragged even to his own ears—though to be fair, he 

hadn’t been using it much. He wasn’t big on idle chitchat, having found that life was easier if he 

kept mostly to himself. He hadn’t made a lot of friends in London. Well, he hadn’t made any 

friends in London, which was another reason why he was so keen to cross big-city life off his list 

and relocate to the countryside, where he hoped to find people who were honest and genuine and 

not just out to impress you—people who could actually enjoy themselves without it always being 

a competition to see who’d fall into the gutter first from drink. Not that Thelonious was a 

teetotaller by any means. There was nothing he enjoyed more than a pint of real ale, though 

finding one in a London pub was becoming a challenge, as was finding anyone working behind 

the bar with a command of spoken English beyond that of quoting the price of a pint, especially 

in the more touristy areas of central London, which was often where he had an assignment. 

Mrs. Baxter, proprietress of Baxter House B&B, showed Thelonious upstairs to his room, 

assuring him that it had been recently redecorated by her husband and herself, adding with a 

saucy wink that she’d put him in the one with the nicest view. The room was also located on the 

second floor (the topmost one) and required a considerable number of stairs to reach. Despite this 

inconvenience, Thelonious, after undertaking the arduous trek up into the stratosphere of 

Baxterland, found himself won over by the uninterrupted vista of rolling wheat fields leading to a 

windmill in the distance. Or at least he was won over once he’d clambered up onto a chair by the 

window so that he could actually see the view. After all the driving and in-and-out from the car, 

he was definitely going to need that hot bath, not to mention a nap before venturing out to The 

Drowned Duck, where he’d decided to spend the evening. Aside from the convenience of being 

able to walk there, it looked like the perfect place to begin his introduction to Norfolk village 

pubs. He could hardly wait for his first pint of Norfolk real ale!  



As Thelonious scrutinised the chintz-covered twin bed and pondered the prospect of 

bedbugs, he noticed the framed image of Queen Elizabeth II holding court directly above it. The 

Baxters appeared to be quite the royalists, for he’d observed in the entry hall a number of photos 

and knickknacks related to the present Monarch and her family, though he hadn’t expected the 

Baxters’ affection for the British Royal Family to extend to the décor of the guestrooms. He 

supposed it could be worse—Prince Charles could’ve been ensconced above the bed rather than 

dear old mumsy. 

Thelonious indicated his approval of the room, though he did wonder just how “recent” 

this so-called redecoration had taken place. The Queen’s photo had been taken at least fifteen 

years ago. Returning downstairs with Mrs. Baxter, he signed the guest register and provided an 

imprint of his MasterCard (he’d be invoicing his publisher for the full amount once his 

assignment was completed). With that bit of business out of the way, Thelonious enquired with 

the usual embarrassment he experienced on such occasions whether it might be possible for a 

chair to be left outside the door to his room so that he could reach the lock and handle. Not that 

this solved the problem of the B&B’s front door. Thelonious reckoned he’d better not have any 

late nights or he’d be summoning the Baxters from their bed—and if they were heavy sleepers, 

he’d be kipping in the car for the night. 

Since Baxter House wasn’t exactly five-star accommodation, he knew it was unlikely 

anyone would help him upstairs with his luggage and camera gear, especially Mrs. Baxter or her 

husband (who hadn’t yet made an appearance). Since there didn’t seem to be any other staff, 

Thelonious trudged back outside to the Mini, where, with some effort and a lot of grunting, he 

managed to pull his suitcase out from behind the driver’s seat. Experience had taught him that 

this was a more accessible storage area than the boot, which required a bit of a boost-up to reach. 

Mrs. Baxter stood framed in the doorway like a cherubic matron, beaming as he dragged his 

expensive case through the gravelled car park, stepping aside and holding open the door so he 

could re-enter the house. She reminded him of all those supermarket cashiers who sit behind the 

till picking their noses while the customers struggled to pack their purchases into flimsy plastic 

bags, delaying the queue of exasperated shoppers behind them. It was no wonder Thelonious had 

resorted to ordering his groceries online. 

By the time he’d finished climbing up the two flights of stairs with his suitcase, the only 

thing Thelonious felt capable of managing was a nap. He dragged the chair from the window 

over to the side of the bed, hauled himself up onto it, threw back the duvet, and dropped fully 

clothed into bed, where he spent the next two hours snoring peacefully and dreaming of sunlit 

fields of golden wheat. 



Chapter Two 
 

 

THE DROWNED DUCK WAS SURPRISINGLY BUSY FOR A VILLAGE PUB on a weeknight. Thelonious 

scurried through the door after some other patrons, who stopped to gawp at him with the usual 

stares of astonished disbelief. He trundled past them to a small table in the corner, tossing his 

deerstalker hat on top to stake his claim lest they got any ideas about commandeering the table 

for themselves. He examined the chalkboard menu on the wall, the crick in his neck from 

constantly having to look up at everything and everyone inspiring him to hasten the selection 

process. Sod’s Law they’d be out of what he wanted. That always happened when he had his 

chops watering for a specific dish.  

Having decided, Thelonious made his way over to the bar to place his order, hoping that 

no one would step on him or trip him up before he got there. He couldn’t wait to try some proper 

Norfolk ale. He just hoped the Goth-chick barmaid would notice him, since he wasn’t about to 

put himself through the indignity of climbing up onto a stool to reach the bar and her multi-

pierced ear. She wasn’t at all what he’d been expecting in a Norfolk barmaid. Camden Town, 

yes, but not in what amounted to a one-horse village in rural Norfolk! 

Earlier when he’d awakened from his nap, Thelonious had taken a hot bath, which had 

been a struggle to climb in and out of, splashed on his favourite cologne, and changed into fresh 

clothes. He was fortunate in being able to pack light when he travelled, his garments not 

requiring much space or being too heavy inside his little suitcase. The downside of being small 

in stature was that he had to shop in the children’s department—and the humiliation of this was 

so great that he preferred to just shop online, taking his chances that his purchases would fit. It 

wasn’t easy finding clothes in his size range that didn’t have pictures of giraffes or the 

Teletubbies on them, and Thelonious often had to opt for the more expensive “designer” lines, 

which at least produced clothing that looked as if it had been intended for miniature adults rather 

than shrieking red-faced tots.  

Sometimes he wondered whether he should go the bespoke route and be done with it. Not 

that he had money for such extravagances as custom-made apparel. And even if he did, where 

did he go that required more than the casual wear he already owned? It wasn’t like he hung out at 

trendy London bars and nightclubs or ate in fancy restaurants. In fact, Thelonious couldn’t even 

remember the last time he’d had a night out. It was just too much bother and embarrassment, and 

he never met anyone worth talking to anyway. Even his local had become a place to avoid, 

especially after the pub over by the council estate had shut down and its denizens, having no 

place else to go to get pissed, decided to frequent his. To say they were a rough lot was no 

exaggeration. Thelonious didn’t fancy being tossed about like a football by a bunch of hooligans! 

Although he’d only been in Little Acre a few hours, most of which he’d spent 

unconscious on his bed, Thelonious already recognised some of the patrons in The Drowned 

Duck. Holding court at the bar was the booze-marinated fag smoker he’d seen at the village 

newsagent’s. Despite the warm temperature inside the pub, he continued to wear his leather 

jacket. As Thelonious drew nearer, he was forced to conclude from the sour smell emanating 

from it that the fellow never took the thing off. He was drinking whisky and chatting to another 

familiar character—the wheat-haired young man in the beekeeper gear, his drink of choice 

having just been pulled by the Goth barmaid.  

An older man carrying a dead pheasant in one hand emerged from behind a pair of 

swinging doors leading to the kitchen. He joined in the conversation, his expression grave. 



Thelonious kept hearing the name “Pickles” being mentioned and reckoned they were discussing 

the murder of that publican that had been in the newspaper. Since this recent contributor to the 

discussion was very likely The Drowned Duck’s publican, it was no wonder he didn’t look too 

cheerful. Nor, for that matter, did the pheasant, which was as dead as the unfortunate Mr. 

Pickles. 

Although wanting to eavesdrop more, Thelonious’s empty belly overrode his curiosity 

and he ambled over to the side of the bar where there was more chance of being noticed by the 

barmaid. The beekeeper politely stepped aside to allow him to pass. Thelonious expected to be 

treated to the requisite gawp of disbelief, but the lad appeared not in the least bit fazed. He even 

offered a friendly smile before returning to his conversation with Fag-stain Man and the 

pheasant-wielder. Thelonious was feeling in better spirits already, especially when the barmaid 

hurried over to take his order, her smile indicating that she found him kind of cute. London 

suddenly seemed very far away, and he was itching to immerse himself in Norfolk life. 

Thelonious had originally planned to order the local pheasant, but he didn’t like the look 

of that road kill the publican was waving about, so he opted for the safer route with fish and 

chips, which was fresh local cod in a crispy beer batter, plus a side order of Norfolk’s famous 

samphire—a regional plant that grew in the tidal marshes and which someone with too much 

time on his or her hands had discovered was quite tasty when steamed, then sautéed in butter. 

Aside from fish, Thelonious liked pretty much anything that grew from the ground. 

“Sure you don’t want a shandy, mate?” quipped Fag-stain Man as Thelonious’s pint was 

being pulled. “That ale’s strong stuff.” His tobacco-cured face broke into a wide grin, displaying 

an abundance of nicotine-stained teeth that matched the skin on his fingers.  

Thelonious shot the man a dirty look as he accepted his pint from the barmaid. Although 

this wasn’t the first time he’d been the recipient of these kinds of comments, he thought it best to 

ignore them. Turning away from the bar, he carefully made his way back to his table, clutching 

his first pint of real Norfolk ale as if it were liquid gold. The rubber soles of his trainers stuck to 

the old wooden floor with each step and he wondered what he could have stepped in, since he’d 

walked straight to the pub from the B&B, not gone wandering off into a field full of cowpats. 

Setting the glass down on the seat of his chair, he climbed halfway up, relocated the pint to the 

table top, sat down, and returned his deerstalker hat to his head. The barmaid would be bringing 

his food order over, so at least he didn’t need to clamber back down any time soon. 

As for the matter of his trainers, with his rotten luck he’d find them smeared with fresh 

dog shit, which would be a nightmare to clean off, not to mention disgusting. The last time it 

happened, Thelonious had ended up chucking his shoes in the bin rather than dealing with the 

muck from some filthy cur’s backside. Not that he had anything against dogs, providing they 

kept their distance. Unfortunately, they didn’t always keep their distance, especially when their 

ignorant owners let them off their leads. Thelonious had barely escaped with his life that time 

he’d gone to enjoy a sunny summer afternoon in a neighbourhood park. He’d contacted his local 

MP immediately afterward, demanding that the laws for sex crimes be extended to include 

canine perpetrators. Nothing ever came of it.  

Thelonious turned up each foot to discreetly investigate the soles of his trainers. Rather 

than the catastrophe he’d been expecting, he discovered that they were coated with a substance 

that had the look and consistency of honey. How he could’ve stepped in honey was an even 

bigger mystery than the dog-poo scenario, and he shot a puzzled glance at the beekeeper, trying 

to form a link between him and the shoes. The lad hadn’t shifted an inch from his place at the 

bar, nor had his nicotine-stained companion, whose whisky glass was in the process of being 



replenished by the pheasant-brandishing publican. There was something familiar about the older 

man. It was as if Thelonious knew him from somewhere, though he couldn’t for the life of him 

think where. 

As he waited for his food to arrive, Thelonious, bored with reading and re-reading the 

chalkboard menu, decided to check out the other patrons in the pub, only to recognise yet another 

face. At a nearby table was none other than the peacekeeping vicar from the newsagent’s. 

Although Thelonious expected vicars to be a fairly sober lot, this particular vicar was downright 

funereal. He sat at a table, staring morosely into his pint glass. A drab-looking woman of 

indeterminate age occupied the chair across from him, staring with equal melancholy into her 

glass of white wine. Judging from the lack of conversation, eye contact and sexual chemistry, 

Thelonious assumed she was the vicar’s wife. 

A trio of thirty-something Belgians occupied the next table over, their “Red Devils” 

football shirts a dead giveaway of their nationality, as was the fact that they were speaking in 

French. As for the bottles of Stella Artois they were drinking, Thelonious would have thought 

they’d have better taste, coming from a country that produced some of the finest beers in the 

world. There was something a bit off about the three men. They kept glancing around nervously 

as if they believed they were being watched, only to return to a huddle, their heads almost 

touching as they continued to talk amongst themselves. Thelonious was probably imagining 

suspicious behaviour where none existed—until he noticed that the men really were being 

watched. 

Their observer, a balding jowly fellow in his mid-fifties who could’ve done with the loss 

of a stone or two, was seated at a table near the door, reading a copy of the Walsham Courier that 

had the Pickles murder emblazoned across the front. The newspaper obscured most his face, 

though his eyes peered over the top of the page to study the three men. Real subtle, mate, mused 

Thelonious, downing a satisfying swig of ale. The man’s keen interest in the Belgians seemed 

out of place in a village pub located in the middle of farm country. To their credit, the Belgians 

weren’t bad looking, if you went in for that sort of thing. As for the attention they were getting 

from the lone newspaper reader, perhaps Little Acre was a Mecca for cottaging, in which case 

Thelonious made a mental note to avoid all public conveniences during his stay. 

His pint was going down a real treat, just as he knew it would. Thelonious found himself 

being lulled into one of those “all is right with the world” moods, and it was heightened when the 

Goth-chick barmaid passed by and gave him a wink, which he returned. He chuffed with 

laughter as he wondered if the ancient Zimmer-frame lady would come hobbling into the pub 

next or maybe even Mrs. Baxter with her husband. Thelonious had seen her on his way out that 

evening, but had not seen Mr. Baxter, despite the landlady informing him in a pointed tone that 

Thelonious had only just missed him coming in from the garden. Considering that the window in 

his room looked straight down into the garden and it had been empty of human habitation before 

he’d gone downstairs, Thelonious didn’t consider Mrs. Baxter’s claim too plausible. It seemed 

odd that she felt it necessary to mention her husband in the first place, especially when he hadn’t 

asked after him. Did she think he had designs on her? Thelonious might not be every woman’s 

cup of tea, but surely he could do better than the floral-printed bulk of Mrs. Baxter! 

While Thelonious continued to contemplate the romantic and highly deluded 

machinations of the B&B’s landlady, a mangy dachshund suddenly appeared among the tables. It 

waddled from one patron to the next, begging food, its sluggish movements indicating that it was 

quite advanced in age. Not having any luck, the creature eventually found a chair to its liking 

(which also happened to have one of the Belgians seated on it) and began to hump one of the 



back legs. Apparently there was still a bit of life left in the old boy, despite his obvious 

decrepitude. The Belgian whose chair it was shifted forward in the seat, as if this would place 

him safely out of the line of fire. 

“Lord Nelson! Get back here right now!” The pheasant-wielding publican chatting with 

Fag-stain Man and the beekeeper came out from behind the bar. Setting the dead bird down 

alongside the beekeeper’s pint glass, he clapped his hands together sharply to get the dog’s 

attention. Lord Nelson, pausing from his seduction of the chair leg, stared myopically at his 

owner before putting forth a few more humps for good measure. Abandoning his quest for 

pleasure, he waddled over to Thelonious, at which point the air quality in the pub took a distinct 

turn for the worse. The mangy old mutt had farted. 

Lord Nelson looked up at Thelonious, his thin black lips curving into a smug grin. 

Thelonious glared down at the dog and growled, which had no effect. Lord Nelson moved off in 

his own sweet time, nearly tripping up the Goth-chick barmaid, who was bringing over 

Thelonious’s food order, its long-anticipated arrival sullied by the boiled-cabbage effluvium that 

had now taken up residence in Thelonious’s nostrils courtesy of Lord Nelson. The mutt trotted 

back to his owner with a new spring in his step, as if he’d just taken a dose of doggy Viagra. 

Smell or no smell, Thelonious was famished and he tucked into his fish and chips as if 

he’d spent the last few months in hibernation, interspersing it with bites from the buttery 

samphire, the branches of which he ate in their entirety rather than filtering the softer bits 

through his teeth. He realised he was making a lot of noise while he ate, but he couldn’t help the 

fact that he chomped his food. He made quick work of it all and had already moved on to 

studying the dessert specials listed on the chalkboard when he had the uncomfortable feeling he 

was being watched. Shifting his gaze to the right, Thelonious found it being met by an inquisitive 

stare from the heavyset fellow seated near the door. Considering that he could’ve read his 

newspaper a dozen times over, it was no wonder he had nothing better to do than spy on the 

customers. Maybe he’d grown bored after the departure of the Belgians, who’d left the pub in the 

interval between Lord Nelson’s potent fart and the arrival of Thelonious’s food order. 

The man hoisted himself up out of his chair and came straight over to Thelonious’s table, 

pint in hand. The fact that the glass was almost full worried him, especially if this character was 

looking to chew the proverbial fat over a pint. “Take it yew enjoyed your meal?” The intruder’s 

jowly face contained an expression of amusement that didn’t sit too well with Thelonious, nor 

did the overly familiar tone accompanying it. 

Thelonious managed to nod in affirmation, hoping this would be the end of what was 

probably an innocent attempt to make a visitor feel welcome. This was Norfolk; it stood to 

reason that here in the country the locals would be more open and friendly. 

The man stuck out a beefy hand, waiting for Thelonious to accept it. “Detective Chief 

Inspector Horatio Sidebottom of the Norfolk Constabulary Criminal Investigations Department,” 

he introduced in a whoosh of beer-scented breath. A smile fixed itself to his broad farmer’s face. 

Thelonious didn’t find it reassuring. Out of everyone in the pub, why should a Detective Chief 

Inspector randomly single him out for conversation? 

Thelonious’s heart sank into his recently filled gut. As far as he was aware, idle pub chit-

chat did not generally extend to full introductions that included job titles, particularly long-

winded ones. It could be that the inspector was simply showing off, expecting to impress this 

latest tourist to pass through the village. Although Thelonious enjoyed his television police 

dramas as much as the next fellow, he preferred to steer clear of any involvement with law 



enforcement, especially since he’d had to fudge some numbers pertaining to his height in order 

to get his driving licence.  

The silence stretched uncomfortably, though the DCI’s smile didn’t waver. Someone had 

to give in, and it was obvious which of the two it would be. “Thelonious T. Bear,” said 

Thelonious when it seemed he had no recourse but to reply, accepting the proffered handshake 

with trepidation. His vocal cords felt creaky, which came from not using them much. It 

embarrassed him that nearly everything he said came out in a growl—not that this was any fault 

of his. He was lucky he’d even developed the capacity to speak, considering… 

“Just passing through our little hamlet?” Despite his jocularity, DCI Sidebottom’s words 

held an undercurrent that told Thelonious he had no business being here. 

Thelonious shook his head. “I’m staying here,” he croaked in response, suddenly losing 

all desire for that sticky toffee pudding with custard he’d seen on the dessert menu. If this was an 

example of welcoming tourists to the area, Thelonious felt about as welcome as diaper rash on a 

baby’s backside! 

Sidebottom’s unkempt eyebrows shot up to his balding pate, and he leaned an elbow on 

the table, further invading Thelonious’ space. “Is that so?” The smile had vanished. He stared 

hard at Thelonious as if he’d just announced his intention to steal the crown jewels. “Yew 

staying at Mrs. Baxter’s then?” 

With a choking cough, Thelonious forced down a bit of samphire that still lingered in his 

throat, wondering why he felt guilty when he hadn’t done anything wrong. No wonder the 

Belgians had been behaving so strangely what with this Sidebottom character breathing his beer-

fumes down their necks. “How did you know that?”  

“Nowhere else in the village to stay,” Sidebottom answered with a chortle. “How long 

yew here for?” 

“A few days.” That was a lie. It was more like a few weeks, but the DCI didn’t need to 

know that. Since Thelonious would be travelling all over the county in search of interesting 

photos to take (and availing himself of as many pubs as possible), the odds of running into the 

inspector again didn’t seem that high. 

“Mind if I join yew?” Without waiting for an acceptance, DCI Sidebottom claimed the 

chair opposite, plonking his pint glass down onto the table as if staking his territory, which, in 

effect, he was. He continued to scrutinise Thelonious for signs of anything suspect. “Big fan of 

the Monk then?” 

It took a moment for Thelonious to realise what the inspector was talking about. Before 

he could formulate a response, Sidebottom provided clarification, speaking slowly as if to 

someone mentally challenged. “Thelonious Monk? The famous jazz musician?” 

Thelonious knew full well who Thelonious Monk was. He took pride in his knowledge of 

classic jazz, not to mention his mental ability—he didn’t need to be spoken to like the village 

idiot. Nevertheless, he held in his anger, not wanting to create trouble where none existed. “I’m 

more a fan of the Bird,” he replied tersely. 

“Ah…Charlie Parker.” Sidebottom nodded in agreement. “Good stuff, that.” 

Since the comment didn’t require an answer, Thelonious didn’t provide one. However, 

his silence did little to deter the inspector, who appeared determined to engage his unwilling 

audience in conversation at any cost. “Music hath the power to soothe the savage beast.” 

Breast, you fool! Thelonious wanted to shout, the urge to correct the DCI on his misquote 

almost as strong as the urge to be rid of him. But he reckoned that the less he responded, the 

more likely it was the inspector would get bored and be on his way. At least he hoped so. 



“Do a bit of Morris dancing myself,” continued Sidebottom, “when I can manage the 

time.”  

Thelonious was unable to imagine the cumbersome detective chief inspector participating 

in anything that required coordination and skill, not unless that coordination and skill consisted 

of emptying pints down his gullet. That beer gut he sported had to have originated from 

somewhere. 

“What’s with the ‘T’?” 

Thelonious just stared, once again completely lost in the meandering drifts of the 

inspector’s discourse. Did the man suffer from attention deficit disorder? Because his comments 

and questions didn’t follow any logical pattern—or at least none that Thelonious had been able 

to determine. 

“The ‘T’?” repeated Sidebottom, his expression indicating that he thought his drinking 

companion wasn’t exactly the brightest button in the box. “In your name? Just wondering what 

the ‘T’ stands for, is all.” 

This time it was Thelonious’s turn to feel stupid, but how was he to know what the DCI 

was on about? It appeared the inspector wasn’t giving up until he knew everything, including 

Thelonious’s blood type. By going to the village local for a pint and a meal, he’d unwittingly 

placed himself on the conversational hit list belonging to a bored policeman. He let out an 

exasperated gust of air, the sticky toffee pudding he’d had his heart set on an unfulfilled fantasy. 

He’d never be able to enjoy it with DCI Sidebottom’s fat backside parked at his table. 

Thelonious cleared his throat to speak, the result sounding like a Harley Davidson 

motorbike starting up. “‘Teddy.’” 

The inspector cupped his ear with his hand. “How’s that?” 

“The ‘T’ stands for ‘Teddy’!” repeated Thelonious more loudly than he’d intended. The 

vicar and his wife turned to gawp at him, as did Fag-stain Man and the beekeeper from over at 

the bar. Even the deceased pheasant seemed to be taking a sudden interest…until Thelonious 

realised that the publican had propped the carcass up on the bar in an attempt at humour. 

Satisfaction suffused the inspector’s face as if he’d just solved the crime of the century. 

“That explains it, then.” 

“Explains what?” 

“Well,” Sidebottom leaned across the table conspiratorially, “you’re not exactly a typical 

Norfolk tourist, are yew? Though I imagine you’re not a typical tourist anywhere.” 

Thelonious’s irritation sparked thoughts of a primitive blood-thirsty nature the likes of 

which he’d not experienced since he was a cub and hadn’t yet developed the ability to control his 

more animalistic instincts. He must’ve looked ready to tear out Sidebottom’s throat because the 

inspector held up a chubby palm as if to stave off a blow. “Whoa there, Ted! No offence 

intended! It’s just that we don’t get a lot of bears round these parts.” He let out a large guffaw. 

“Deer, pheasants, jack rabbits…but I’ve yet to meet a bear.” 

“Well, you’ve met one now.” 

“So I have, so I have.” Sidebottom leaned back in his chair as if settling in for a nice long 

evening—in which case he’d be spending it alone, because Thelonious was out of here. 

Choking down the last of his ale, Thelonious made a move to indicate he was ready to 

leave. Besides being annoyed with the inspector, he was knackered what with all the driving he’d 

done today and climbing up and down Mrs. Baxter’s stairs. He wouldn’t have been at all 

surprised to find that they’d multiplied in number since he’d gone out, Mr. Baxter having added 

on a few extra just to make life more difficult for guests on the second floor. 


